
To learn how Ready Doc™ can help your facility, visit 
intivahealth.com/credentialing or email readydoc@intivahealth.com.

AEC has four locations in Austin, 
Texas. The center’s the first 

locally-owned, independently-
run ER in the city, offering state-
of-the-art equipment and fast, 

quality care. AEC is open 24 hours 
a day. 365 days a year.

The Opportunity

Before using Ready Doc™, AEC kept credential 
documents as hard copies in a file folder 
or scanned them into Dropbox. They used 
spreadsheets to keep track of expiration dates, 
setting reminders to check them monthly. And 
they sent individual emails to each physician when 
something was about to expire.

This disorganized, inefficient system frustrated 
Jody Hardy, AEC’s Director of Physician & Patient 
Relations. So, when she heard about Ready 
Doc™ from an Intiva Health employee, she gladly 
switched all four of AEC’s independently-run 
locations to the platform.
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The Project

Intiva Health worked closely with AEC to set them 
up in Ready Doc™. The implementation process 
entailed creating individual profiles for each provider, 
scanning hard copies of credential documents 
and uploading them into the platform, setting 
alert renewals on credential expiration dates, and 
explaining how to fully use the platform. Since then, 
Hardy has begun using Ready Doc™ on her own, 
reaching out whenever necessary.
 
On top of that, Intiva Health has answered support 
questions for providers and provided credential 
packaging and single-click OIG monitoring.

The Results

Ready Doc™ has made credentialing much simpler 
for AEC. Having a single digital platform has enabled 
the organization to go fully digital, saving time 
and money on printing, copying, faxing, paper, 
and postage. Automatic reminders of credential 
expirations have saved Hardy lots of time and 
hassle, allowing her to ditch spreadsheets and not 
worry about sending individual reminders to each 
physician. And Ready Doc’s™ instant verification 
through hashgraph technology has sped up 
credentialing (Hardy once credentialed a physician 
in only three days).
 
Overall, Hardy is very happy with the platform, gladly 
recommending it to other facilities.

“Intiva Health is willing to roll up their sleeves 
and do what is needed to help make the medical 
credentialing process a success. They are always 

ready and willing to accommodate.”

JODY HARDY
Director of Physician & Patient Relations, AEC
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